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Senate Discusses Research, Planning
Views Aired On
77 Different Areas

LARRY FULLERTON, in the background,
president of the University'* Press Club,
and Randy Ketcham, vice president, examine
the six-foot long, hand-carved peace pipe
which symbolizes the basketball rivalry
between Toledo and Bowling Green. The
winner of tonight's game will be awarded
possession of the pipe, until next year's
'Peace Pipe Game" is played. This tradition was initiated in 1948, when the Falcons won 42-38. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)

Peace Pipe Tradition
To Be Renewed Tonight
Although most students don't
know it, there exists a basketball tradition between Bowling
Green and Toledo dating back to
1948.
That tradition consists of a
six-foot long, hand-carved peace
pipe. The pipe and the tradition
were initiated in 1948 when BG
and Toledo resumed athletic relations after 12 years of no competition between the two schools.
During half-time of tonight's
game with the Rockets, representatives from Bowling Green
and Toledo will participate in
a pipe-ceremony which will include an attempt to smoke the
pipe.
The pipe will be awarded to the
team which wins tonight's game.

The weather for today is cloudy
with snow mixed with rain.and a
little warmer with a high in the
30s.

The Press Club at Bowling
Green and Alpha Phi Gamma,
journalism honorary at Toledo,
initiated the tradition.
In the middle 1950's, school
papers on both campuses took
over the peace pipe and continued
the tradition for a few years.
For the past several year's however, the tradition has been discontinued.
Bowling Green regained possession of the pipe when it won
the first game in 1963-64 season
and since then, it has been hanging in the athletic office
and nothing has been done about
renewing the tradition.
Early this year, Larry Fullerton, Press Club president, was
contacted by the TU group and
the decision was made to renew
the tradition.
"There was considerable confusion over which game was supposed to be the 'Peace Pipe
Game'," Fillerton said.
He explained that the first
year, 1948, only one game was
played, with BG winning 42-38.
Since then, two games have been
played each year.
The original sponsors agreed
that the home game of the team
that won the pipe the year before
would be the "PeacePipeGame"
Fullerton explained.
When the papers took over the
pipe, however, they decided that
the "Peace Pipe Game" would
be the first BG-TU game of the
year, with the pipe to be pre-

sented at halftime of the second
game.
"We havedecided that tonight's
game will be for the possession
of the pipe, since nobody was
aware of the tradition when the
first game was played," Fullerton said.
Bowling Green has had the
trophy eight times. Toledo has
won the pipe five times and there
are four years in which there is
no record of which game was
the "Peace Pipe Game."
The pipe is six feet, two inches
long and the stem is four-andone-half inches in diameter. It
was carved from five pieces of
pine by a carpenter at the OwensIllinois factory in Toledo.
According to a 1949 issue of
the B-G News, "The pipe symbolizes the basketball rivalry
between the two universities."
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By FRED ENDRES and JUDY HIRSCH
Members of Faculty Senate yesterday afternoon discussed 11
areas of the effect and role of the Office of Institutional Research
and Planning at the University.
Dr. Donald C. Lelong, director of the office, presented a list
of 11 questions to members, who were asked to discuss one of the
topics in small groups and to report the discussion to the rest of
the Senate.
Some of the specific areas dealt with were possible studies
which could be made by Dr. Lelong's off ice pertaining to students,
faculty, administration, curriculum and instructional methods and
loads.
Following is a brief report on points and questions raised in
each of these areas by the groups:
STUDENTS: Dr. Robert P. Goodwin, associate professor of
philosophy, said the members of his group are primarily concerned with the Honors Program and student qualifications for it.
Should the concern be with individual motivation, he asked, or
should it be with the student's high school record?
Dr. Grover C. Platt, professor of history, asked if a study could
be made of the lower 15 per cent of high school students admitted
to the University to see how many of them flunked out and when,
and how many of them were graduated.
A survey of student grade point averages and the student success
after graduation was called for by Dr. Otto F. Bauer, assistant
professor of speech.
FACULTY: Dr. Bevars D. Mabry, associate professor of economics, asked if the increased size of the University affects the
attitudes of faculty members towards the University or the student
body.
Has it affected the faculty's morale, he asked? He also
asked if data could be collected on the proportion of prospective
faculty candidates interviewed, the number actually employed
and the curriculum for selection.
Dr. Mabry and his group asked for information on the turnover
rate of faculty members at the University and on "weaknesses
and bottlenecks" In the recruitment system.
ADMINISTRATION: Dr. A. Robert Rogers, director of the Library,
asked what are the qualfications for an administrator? It's a widely
varied area--finances, student personnel, research--," Dr. Rogers
said, "How do we look at qualifications?"
He also asked if administrators should teach. Does it increase
"sympathy and empathy" in regard to faculty, the department,
students and the college, he asked?
Is there danger of the suspicion of favoritism, he asked?
He said his group discussed how administrators who are teaching are viewed by their own department and by other departments,
and how the administrators view each of these groups.
(Continued on page 3)

BG Graduate Wins
Fulbright Grant
Richard D. Spinetto, a 1965
graduate of the University, has
won a 1965 Fulbright Grant to
study abroad.
Mr. Spinetto will
leave in
March for Australia where he will
attend the University of Sidney
Graduate School. He will study
there for a year, said Dr. L.
Edward Shuck, director of the International Students.
Recently, Mr.Spinetto has been
serving with the Peace Corps
in the Philippines.
As an undergraduate student
from Grand Rapids, Mich., Mr.
Spinetto
was a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Eta
Sigma, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Physica and Student Cabinet. He
was the president of Book and
Motor, chairman of the Communications Board, and a dormitory counselor.

Richard B. Spinetto
Mr. Spinetto was graduated
with a bachelor of science degree in physics.
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News Editorial Page

"Hev, Mister
You Want Visit To Washington
By Nice Water-Buffalo Driver?"

Parking Tine'?
In the last few days there has been an overdose of parkingviolation tickets issued, much ill feeling and complaints, and even
some automobiles towed away. One of the basic locations for the
problem seems to be around Fraternity Row. .
The source of the problem stems from three directions. First,
(and this, in Itself may be the crux of the situation) there are inadequate parking facilities on campus, especially close to the areas
where students want the parking.
The second source of the problem comes simply from the fact
that students don't comply with the standardized parking rules of
the University. But why do students attempt to violate these rules?
Because they feel they can get away with it. This leads to the third
source of the problem.
The students feel they can get away with illegal parking because
University police are sometimes inconsistent in their enforcement
of the regulations. Sometimes they ticket every illegally-parked car;
while on other occasions, apparantly no illegally-parked cara are
ticketed.
A solution to the problem would be enlarged parking facilities in
the Fraternity Row area. Perhaps a parking area in the open court
between two rows of new fraternity houses. This, besides solving
the critical parking situation, would alleviate the unsightly appearance
that often exists in this field, that produces more mud and barrenness than grass. Or, how about a circular drive and parking lot in
front of Conklin Hall, such as in front of the Union?
The News urges consideration on the part of University planning
officials in providing more parking facilities where the students need
them. We realize the construction taking place now severely limits
available space; but the situation is becoming critical. We press
students to obey the University parking laws. And we advocate
greater consistency on the part of the University Police in enforcing
these laws.
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The News reserves the right to edit letters more than 300
words in length. Letter's should be typewritten, and carry the
name of the author, as well as his typewritten name, address
and telephone number. The News will publish as many letters
as possible within the limits of space, good taste and the
laws of libel.
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From Our Readers

Noise Causes Class Cancellation
To the editor:
While attending a history lecture at 11 a.m. yesterday in Hayes
Hall, the professor was continually interrupted by loud sawing and hammering noises coming
from the adjacent room. The
noise became so loud that the
professor was unable to concentrate on his material and as a
result was forced to cancel the
lecture.
What does this mean to us?
It means that the students in that
class were deprived of classroom time, time that we have
paid for, but more importantly,
time that could have been used
for learning.
This, in our opinion, points

out two problems that have been
present at the University since
our arrival as freshman.
Firstly, total lack of organization causing interruption of
classes and also the utter disrespect given to dedicated professors as a result of this type
of situation.
Jeff Sandman
Joel Kunkler

King Down?
To the editor:
Barring unforeseen difficulties
(Officer Jones), the traditional
"Down with Don King" sign will
make its final appearance on the
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The sign has never
been
present at a Bowling Green loss
to Toledo and has witnessed such
memorable conflicts as B.G.'s
22-20 football victory in 1963
and
last year's basketball
triumph that came after seven
consecutive losses.
Many critics will point out that
in all probability Mr. King will
not be present for this last engagement. However, It Is the
feeling of many that Mr. King
is symbolic of all those Toledo
sports writers and commentators
who scoff and satirize when the
Falcons fall on hard times. This
sign represents one means of
replying to such deliveries of
scorn.
Finally, I would point out that
the sign projects its spell best
in an atmosphere of extreme
chaos. I am confident there will
be many individuals present willing to create suchan atmosphere.
Harold C. Phillips
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occasion of BowlingGreen's second basketball encounter withToledo.

UP-Martyr?
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To the editor:
"Nonconformists of the world
unite!" is the protestslogancarried by the bearded martyr, a
cartoon in Saturday Review
(January 15, 1966, P. 34). The
University Party reminds me of
this lonely soul. I sincerely do
hope that they accomplish the,
heretofore, impossiblel
Roger J. Hicks
310 Harshman B.

To whom it may concern:
Summer, fall, winter, spring •- could this be the closest Bowling
Green will ever get to the Four Seasons?
BGSU
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Student Court
Views

I
P

By the Student Court
This is the first of a series of weekly articles,
the purpose of which is to better familiarize the
students of B.G.S.U. with (1.) rules and regulations
on campus as interpreted by the Student Court and
the Student Discipline Board - especially concerning automobile regulations, and (2.) the rights of
students to appear before the Student Court or
Student Dicipline Board and obtain peer judgment
on campus police citations or disciplinary actions.
Each article will be written by a member of Student
Court and will reflect the majority opinion of the
court.
(
At the start of another semester all students are
reminded that as a condition of enrollment, the
University requires the registration of all studentowned and all student operated motor vehicles
regardless of ownership.
All vehicles must be registered within 24 hours
after arrival in. Bowling Green. This registration
requirement applies to all students automobiles in
Bowling Green regardless of whether they are
operated on or off campus. This applies to all
students including graduate students, part time
students, commuters, and residents of Bowling
Green.
A temporary registration permit may be obtained for a period of two weeks or less.
Student Court considers non-registration a most
serious violation and the violating student is subject
to a minimum fine of $25 or required withdrawal
from the University.
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Senate
(Continued from page 1)

CURRICULUM: Dr. PlatTsaid
be would like to see courses
offered on their own merit, not
on the finances available, "even
if there are only two students
in a course."
Dr. Paul F. Leedy, provost,
agree with Dr. Plan, "especi-

ally with the explosion of student enrollment and the explosion of knowledge among the
students," he declared.
He added, however, the big
'problem is where is the money
going to come from if this plan
were followed?
Dr. Galen Stutsman, professor
of business education, asked
"should We expand course offerings or should we combine them

into a common learning?" "How
far are we going in duplicating
courses?" he asked. (Dr. Lelong said that since September,
83 courses have been added and
five dropped at the University).
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS
AND LOADS FOR PROFESSORS:
Dr. Warren C. Waterhouse,
assistant dean of the College of
Business Administration, said
his discussion group was con-

cerned with the Impact of teaching loads , including committee
work, on the recruitment of new
faculty members. What factors
should be taken into account in
determining a suitable teaching
load and how should each of
these factors be weighed, he
asked.
OTHER AREAS of discussion
involved studies which the office
of institutional research and

page 3
planning might make regarding
finances, and physical plant facilities, and the relation of this
office to the faculty and administration.
Senate members passed a motion recommending to President
William T. Jerome that University faculty planning committees
enlist the aid of Dr. Lelong's
office whenever they deem it
necessary.

To any kid
who'd like to go somewhere
We'll pay half your fare
The idea's not as crazy as it may seem.
Anytime we take a jet up, there are almost
always leftover seats.
So it occurred to us that we might be able
to fill a few of them, if we gave the young
people a break on the fare, and a chance to
see the country.
The American Youth Plan*
We call the idea the American Youth Plan,
and what it means is this:
American will pay half the jet coach fare
for anybody 12 through 21.
It's that simple.
All you have to do is prove your age (a birth
certificate or any other legal document will do)
and buy a $3 identification card.
We date and stamp the card, and this entitles you to a half-fare ticket at any American
Airlines counter.
The only catch is that you might have to
wait before you get aboard; the fare is on a
standby basis.
"Standby" simply means that the passengers with reservations and the servicemen
get on before you do.
Then the plane's yours.
The American Youth Plan is good year

round except for a few days before and after
the Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas
rushes.
If you can't think of any places you'd like
to go offhand, you might see a travel agent
for a few suggestions.
We can't add anything else.
Other than it's a marvelous opportunity
to just take off.
Complete this coupon—include your $3.
(Do not send proof of age—it is not needed
until you have your ID validated.)
In addition to your ID card, we'll also send
you a free copy of AA's Go Go American
with $50 worth of discount coupons.
American-Airlines Youth Plan
633 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
Name
Address.

City

.State.

Birth date.

.Signature.

Color of ha ir_

.Color of eyes.

I

American Airlines
'DOES NOT APPLY IN CANADA AND MEXICO.

.Zip_

CN
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Council Reviews
Senior Finals
A new plan of providing early
finals or no final exams at all
for graduating seniors went into
effect second semester of 1965
when Faculty Senate implemented a recommendation of
Student Council.
It called for the professor who
had a graduating senior in class
to report grades one week before
the regular deadline and suggested that he accomplish this
in one of the following methods:
1) Inform the senior that he
will be graded on his performance the whole semester
and give no final.
2) Give the final examination
to the student early.
3) Substitute a project for the
final.
Reasons for the new plan were
to replace the often troublesome
estimate plan, *o give the student ample time lu make his
graduation plans and to allow
time for the names of honor
students to be placed in the graduation program.
The plan is now up for review.
Some faculty members have complained that the process of giving

University Artist
Has 1-Man Show
Robert D. Mazur, intern art
instructor at the University,has
a one-man exhibit of oil paintings
on display in the Creative Arts
Room at Central Michigan University.
Mr. Mazur, a native of Toledo,
received his bachelor of fine
arts degree at the University iri
1960 and his master of find arts
degree here last year.
His work in this show, which
will run through Feb. 25, consists of vivid oils painted on a
Masonite surface.
Mr. Mazur, a potter as well
as a painter, has exhibited his
works in Cleveland, Toledo and
Atlantic City and is represented
in various private collections.

m
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"BUSINESS"
.......

Some of us are Greeks. Some of
us are in student government,
Some of us are freshmsn and
some are seniors. Some of us
drink milk and some of us drink...
All of us are APhiO's and give
service to our campus.
"
ATTENTION SENIOR MEN AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS:
Career opportunities with the
Connecticut Mutual Life. Qualifications require the gift of persuasion, the capacity to learn,
confidence and the ability to communicate. Salary and commissions based on individual effort.
Contact Robert E. Meeker,
C.L.U.. 350 W. Woodruff.Toledo.
Ohio or our representatives will
be on campus Wednesday, March
2. 1966 to discuss this challenging Business.
^

early finals or projects and
preparing early grades is an unnecessary burden.
Also, some difficulty arose
because the decision to implement the plan came after the
semester was underway.
Students were plagued most
by several finals on the same
day and by projects announced
and made due on short notice.
On request of Faculty Senate,
Student Council is investigating
the problems which arose from
the plan of early senior grades
and is attempting to determine
the best course of action for
the future.
The B-G News is co-operating
with the Student Council committee on early senior grades
by publishingtheballot-questionnaire below.
Students and faculty are urged
to fill out the blank below and
return it to the B-G News office
106 University Hall, or the Student Activities Office in the
Alumni House.
Deadline is next Monday, and
students may either bring it in
or mail it in, care of the senior
grades committee.
Mary Kesson, Jan Kuchta, Bill
Schmid, Brian Dundon and Jack
Hartman, chairman are in the
committee.
BA LLOT-QU ESTIONNAIR E
Name
I .

Student. If so, what class?
Have you been involved" Wearly senior grading
previously?
2Faculty. Do you normally teach Junior-senior courses?
. Have you been
involved with early senior grading in the past?
.
3. A re you in favor of continuing
the early final, early grade
system?
.Yes. No. Yes
with modifications.
Please specify modifications and
or recommendations.
REMEMBER: Return this orfacsimile to either the B-G News
Office in 106 University Hall or
to the Student Activities Office
in the Alumni House.

"BUSINESS"
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: Available throughout the U.S.A. and
Canada. A New Product which
will sell itself. Our line is a
complete business within itself,
no sideline investment necessary.
Space-age advance. Used by
homes, hotels, farms, institutions, factories, plants, government installations and business.
NationalAdvertisingbyCompany.
Users may order for $13#95 ^
gallon delivered prepaid. Exclusive Franchise. Investment secured by fast moving inventory
with a guarantee sell agreement.
$400 minimum--$14,758.40maxirnum investment. For complete
information write or call: Area
Code 341-PE.9-0125. Franchise
Sales Division 0-2,3024 North
Lindbergh Blvd. St. Ann. Missouri 63074.

To H.F: How* very extraordinary."
Thank you. Elaine.
TRAVEL
I
.
boaTAND FUUND
European-Soviet Tour and Field
.
Study July 28-August 18, 1966.
Small, black clutch bag with eagle Denmark - Finland - Russiaon front. Contains glasses. Rumania - Czeehoslavakla-Italy.
Return to: Barbara Nuss. 107 The response of students and facultv for tWs
Treadway.
""'P tas been ex'
*.
cellent. However, we have a
few s aces
FOR RENT
P
still available. For
..... details and application write to:
Room- Off campus housing, very Dean W.W. Taylor, Jr. Adm.
close to campuV.Call 352-6762. 409. BGSU-today.
VT.

MRS. JOHN D. HAYES fastens the new silver
oak leaves on the shoulders o f her husband,
Lieutentant Colonel Hayes, as President

William T. Jerome III looks on. The colonel's
promotion from major was the first one Mrs.
Hayes has been able to attend in 15 years.
(Photo by News Service)

World
News
Roundup
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Defense
Secretary McNamara warned
yesterday that the Viet Cong
have increased their strength
and have given every indication
of raising the intensity of the
war In Viet Nam.
McNamara said that should the
need arise the U.S. is making
preparations for substantially increasing its deployment in South
Viet Nam and raising the rate
of activity of its air units.
But he added the U.S. has no
plans to mount a military offensive against North Viet Nam
to crush its Communist regime.
SAIGON (AP)-- Most of the
iction in the Viet Nam war yesterday centered around Bong Son,
300 miles northeast of here, the
base of big maneuvers by American, South Korean and South
Vietnamese troops which are reported to have killed 1.683 communists since Jan. 25.
f^
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DUIIGlHl
Material for the Bulletin is preP°r«d b* *• Un'v(?;,i!yJ N,wi
&•?%•"&;.•^figE
menf/ bure0U( oHic-> ini,itute(
foculty or University-wide organization that wishes to have
l^Jff'&fjSXfZ
typewritten form by noon of the
day preceding the publication
date
- No notice may appear
SSl^ELVSi^ S2l£
5~, SSSSfZ p-bhe..
tion in the Bulletin.
Women wn0 are m^resied in applying for the positi(m of £
me s
"' residence hall resident
assistant for the school year
1966-67 or summer school, 1966,
should obtain application forms
from their hall directors as soon
as possible,
Qualification includes at least
a 2.5 accum. and a 2.5 the
previous semester. Applications
will be received from all
classes.
Completed applications must be
returned to the hall director by
NO LATER THANFRIDAY, FEB.
18,1966.

Professor Recalls
Time Capsule Story
A University professor says
he knows the story "from the
ground up" of a time capsule
recently uncovered in the Maintenance Bldg.
Dr. Donald S. Longworth, professor of sociology, buried the
capsule and planted the tree that
marked its spot in an Honors Day
Ceremony in 1940.
"I was a sophomore then and
was working for Dr. Charles
H. Otis retired chairman of the
viology department, who supervised landscaping . I was assigned to dig the hole, bury the
capsule, and plant the tree after
formal ceremony," Dr. Long
worth recalled
A home economics office is now
sitting over the spot where the
tree and lead cylinder which
contained records of the Class
of 1940 were buried. Dr. Longworth said.
"The original tree died," Dr.
Longs worth said, "and its
replacement was removed to
make way for the home economics
building and Founders Quadrangle."
Originally, a diagonal walk ex-

ROTC Honorary
To Activate

72

Arnold Air Society, the Air
Force ROTC's honorary society, will activate its fall Dledee
class tomorrow at a formal
dinner at the Holiday Inn.
The officers of the pledge class
are Ronald Colbow, commander;
Robert Klawon, executive off icer;
Roger Chenevey, operations and
administrative
officer; Eric
Flenniken, comptroller; and John
Gillis, information and servies
officer.
Other pledges to be activated
are: Ralph Coleman, Robert Holliker, AllenKirkwood, PaulSeevers, John Shook, William Sutherland and William Troy.

tended from the northwest corner of the Library to Thurstln
Street.
"The faculty rather resented
the removal of the scenic spot,
since
the idea was to plant
trees dedicated to graduating
classes along the walk," he said.
The discovery of the capsule
and its contents were described
in an article in the News last
Wednesday.

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Phi Beta Lambda will meet at
6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the River
Room. A movie , "A Better
Way," will be shown.
• ••
The Newman Foundation will
sponsor a communion breakfast
Sunday after the 9 a.m. mass.
Courtney A. Metzger of Wright
Patterson Air Force Base will
speak. His topic will be "How,
Why, and Where inSpace." Slides
will be shown. The public is invited.
*••
The chemistry department will
present a Chemistry Seminar
at 4 p.m. today in 140 Overman
Hall.
Guest speaker Roy Stein will
discuss "Direct Current Conductance Measurements." Admission is free and the public is invited.
An illustrated travel lecture
featuring Ted Bumiller will be
presented by the Lecture, Debate and Review Committee at
8 p.m. tomorrow in 105 Hanna
Hall instead of the Grand Ballroom
as was previously announced.
Mr. Bumiller will speak on
"The Four Seasons of Scandinavia." Admission is free and the
public is invited.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. . .
Waitresses. Car Service, Kitchen Personnel
good wages, uniforms furnished, meals provided,
hospitaliiation plan, tips.
Full or part time positions available day or night
shift • Apply directly to manager at:

FRISOTS BIG BOY
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
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Abossolo Is Active
Here And Abroad
By ROGER BUEHRER
Staff Writer
(Editor's note: This is the first
of a series of articles on the
foreign students of the University. It is hoped that there will
be a better understanding among
the students of the University
through these articles.)
A warm smile, an outstretched
hand and a friendly "Hi" greeted
me at 305HarshmanUnitA where
Joseph Abossolo from theCentral
African Republic resides.
"He is a conscientous student,
goes out of his way to make
friends, helps other students, and
helps create a pleasant atmosphere on the international floor
of Harshman," Larry D.Wahrer,
Joseph's counselor, said.
In his native country he was
national president, group sponsor, and treasurer of the Young
Christian Students, a Catholic
youth organization designed to
spread Christianity throughout
the world.
He was treasurer of theCentral

Campus Scene

African Students Union and the
ent time the government is planstudent administrative council in
ning several large industries and
the local "lyce" which corresthe future for industry is very
ponds to the American high school
bright."
and two years of in a junior
At the present time Joseph is
college.
planning to get his masters deAt the University he is one of
gree at a larger university in the
the coodinators of Kon Boungbi,
United States, and he wants to
an informal discussion group set
study in France for a year or two.
up for the students of his interWhen he gets back home, he
national living unit to discuss topmust look forward to the draft
ics comparing the various counbut "I don't have to worry," he
tries represented on the floor,
said, "oar country isn't in Vietincluding the U.S.
nam."
Joseph is also socialchairman
Two days before Joseph came
of the World Student Association,
to the United States, he learned
a group interested in mutual
that he was to attend Bowling
understanding among nations.
Green State University. Joseph
"I like music, and I want to
had applied to the Institute of
play the guitar," Joseph said. International Education, a nonSoccer, swimming, tennis, and profit organization which gives
badminton, Joseph said, are his education to foreign students,
favorite sports.
for a scholarship in the United
M I joring in industrial manage- States.
ment, Joseph got a 2.5 last fall,
As he was preparing to attend
his first semester.
the International Convention of
"I don't know what I'm going the Young Christian Students, in
to manage," Joseph said amusthe Gabon Republic , Africa, he
ingly. "My country is predomreceived a letter telling him he
inately agricultural.At the pres- had been accepted by the University.
Until this time, Joseph said
he had never heard of B.G.S.U.
He did his student orientation
work at the University of Pittsburgh , six weeks last summer.
"I came to the United States
Mathls said it was "the type of
in search of courses in busiaudience we enjoy playing for."
ness administration. At first,
I was planning on going to
school in France, taking upcomOhio Northern University-merce, but France didn't have
Bowling Green is not the only
industrial management."
University campus where snowGoing to France would have
ball becomes a popular winter
been much easier, Joseph said.
sport with the first appearance
The Central African Republic is
of frozen precipitation. A pica province of France.
ture in the Northern Review
shows four men bombarding an
ONU co-ed with the icy stuff.
The caption? "ONU Senior Varsity Snowball Throwing Team."

'Male' Pet Is Mother
Ohio State University--An instructor in naval science at OSU
Is owner of a pet chameleon
named Boris. It was supposed
that Boris was a male until
"he" had 18 babies last week.
A picture accompanying the
story in the Ohio State Lantern
showed the proud mother sitting
on the hand of her owner while
one .-of the little chameleons
perched on his thumb.The babies
were given a separate home and
are fed fruit flies and the
mother's name has been changed
to Boriska.
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Kent State University--The
Four Seasons didn't make it to
Bowling Green, but Johnny Mat his
managed to make a trip to Kent
State for a concert last week.
According to the Kent Stater,
the concert drew a "somewhat
less than capacity crowd" but

On The Air
WBGU-TV
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:25
6:30
7:00
7:30
10:00

Kami Shibai with Kimi
Merlin the Magician
Channel 70 News
Sports Report
Weather Word
Bowling Green Profiles
What's New?
News in Perspective
News Headlines

WBGU
RADIO REVIEW
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16
3:28
Sign On
3:30
Afternoon Musicale
4:00
World's Famous Music
5:00
Dinner Music
6:00
News
6:10
Follow the Falcons
6:15
BBC World Report
6:30
Musicale Da Capo
7:00
Classical Music
8:30
Evening Concert
9:25
.".
News
9:30...Four Centuries of Italian
Theatre
j-10:00
Sign Off

Wittenberg University--Freshmen at Wittenberg University
were called upon to participate
in operation red and white for
their game with Capital University in a recent issue of the
Wittenberg Torch. "Freshman,
put on some red and white and
help bring spirit back to Witt,"
the article said. Apparently they
did. Wittenberg came out on top
in the contest.
« « *
Michigan State Unlversity-Flve MSU men have been elected
members of the Mr. MSU court.
One of the five will be named
Mr. MSU at the annual Spinster
Spin this weekend.

* • »
Marshall University--Robert
Alexander, director of placement
at Marshall likes to hunt crows
and uses crow decoys and his
famous crow call to attract the
birds during his hunting expeditions ._
But Mr. Alexander had a close
call last month when a farmer
was fooled by the realistic decoys and call. He pulled out his
shotgun and began firing at the
decoys, according to the Marshall Parthenon. Mr. Alexander
Jumped out of his hiding place
and began waving his arms at
the farmer in an attempt to
keep him from ruining the decoys, but the farmer didn't see
him and kept firing.
Alexander began running and
Jumping In the air trying to
evade the buckshot until the
farmer stopped shooting. He
fanner stopped shooting. He
escaped from the situation unharmed, but he doesn't know how.

JOSEPH ABOSSOLO, a freshman from the Central African
Republic, learned that he was to attend the University only
two days before he came to the United States. He is majoring
in industrial management, and lists his interests as music,
soccer, and tennis.
"The University seems to be
"Getting used to the English
surrounded by fraternities and
language was one of my hardest
sororities. It seems to be the
tasks.
If I
had studied in
striking thin." Joseph said. "At
France this would have been
the University of Pittsburgh, the
alleviated because we are taught
feeling for the Greeks isn't as
in French," Joseph said.
strong as it is here. It seems
"Adjusting to the grading systhat unless you're Greek, you
tem and testing system is another
can't share the University life."
diffult task. First of all are the
"The foreign student doesn't
objective tests- - predominantly
know about the Greek life," he
the true and false type. The stusaid, "and it seems to me that
dent could miss one word and
the Greeks want to keep it that
miss the whole point of the quesway. I feel that I'm here Just
tion and maybe the whole test.
taking courses, and not taking
I myself like essay tests so
part in the University social
that I can express myself.
life."
"Staying in the health clinic
Joseph's father is a general
over the semester break and
store owner in Bangui, Joseph's
at vacation time doesn't appeal
home town. His three sisters are
to me. In fact it makes me
still in school at home.
feel sick. You've always got
Joseph said he gets homesick
that feeling that one of those
every once in a while. Being
nurses over there is going to
8,000 miles from home, he has
come in and give you a shot,"
a right to be.
Joseph said jokingly.

Marketing Department
In The 'Freshman' Ranks
By ROSEMARY KOVACS
Staff Writer
The department of marketing
has something in common with
the freshmen, whether or not
any take marketing courses. The
department, chaired by Dr. Maurice I. Mandell, professor of
marketing, is new to the campus.
Like the second semester
freshmen, it too is just getting
settled and looking toward improvement and a broadening of
its program.
Established only last summer
by the College of Business Ad-

Avoid A Rush,
Start Projects
Avoid the rush to the Library
now by getting busy on all those
research projects that have been
and will be assigned this semester.
Dr. A. Robert Rogers, director
of the Library, has concluded
from past experience that many
students will be putting off their
work.
In October, the circulation of
books was down approximately
10 per cent from that of 1964
while the enrollment was up approximately 10 per cent, according to Dr. Rogers. Analysis has
shown that the study area also
decreased in volumn eight per
cent as compared to 1964.
Dr. Rogers reiterated his concern for those students who will
wait until It is too late to get
the books they will need for their
projects. The rush should begin
in late April.

ministration it is the youngest of
the six departments of instruction
now in the college. The departments of accounting, business administration, business education,
economics, and geography are its
big brothers in the college.
Marketing courses were previously offered through the department of business administration, but now it has its own curriculum listing in the schedule of
classes. Advertising, selling and
sales management and retailing are three areas of specialization offered by the department.
The marketing department now
has its own offices in Hayes Hall
and new titles of marketing for
business administration.
Like the freshmen, the department also has its problems of
adjustment. Not all of the mailmen have learned of the change
of the post office often sends
its mail to the business administration office.
However, as
one marketing professor noted,
this does have advantages. Over
the break, mall piled up in the
business administration office
Instead of in the marketing department.
"But the establishment of the
department is a recognition that
marketing is a special discipline
that has grown immensely in the
past few years," Dr. Mandell
said. More corporation presidents have come up through marketing than in any other field,
according to Dr. Mandell.
Over 900 students were enrolled In marketng courses last
year he pointed out. However,
this study of the distribution of

goods and services from the
producer to consumer and related
fields is an area dominated by
men.
"The proportion of women to
men in marketing, through retailing and advertising, offers
an excellent opportunity. It's
way off balance," Dr. Mandell
said.
The department offers an honors marketing class and also
participates in the College of
Business
Administration's internship program in which upperclassmen can work in business for the summer and get
college credit.
Dr. William R. Hosklns, associate professor of marketing and John H. Homes, instructor are two new members of the
marketing staff which includes
Dr. John R. Davidson, assistant
dean of the College of Business Administration and professor of marketing; Dr. Raymond F. Barker, assistant professor
James R. Lowry, Instructor; and Dr. Mandell.
Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The
Guadalajara Summer
School, a fully accredited University of Arizona program, conducted In cooperation with professors from Stanford University, University of California ,
and Guadalajara, will offer June
27 to August 8, art, folklore,
geography, history, language and
literature
courses. Tuition,
board and room Is $265. Write
Prof. Juan Q, Rael. P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, Calif.
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HIT THE
$16,300,000
MARKET
At
Bowling Green
State University
with advertising in

The B-G News
Serving a Growing University Since 1920

It's estimated that the approximately 11,500 students at BGSU will spend about $600
apiece on goods and services per year, outside of room, board and fees... or about
$6,900,000. Faculty and staff salaries are estimated at $9,400,000 annually--a total
market of $16,300,000.

No other single publication reaches as many students and faculty members as the
B-G News. Nearly everybody on campus reads the News four mornings a week, Tuesday
through Friday. It's distributed at convenient points in University buildings, for free
and easy pickup. Current circulation is 8,500 daily.

Why wait? Set up a budget now for an advertising program that will put your message
before the $16,300,000 college market in Bowling Green.

PHONE - WRITE - STOP IN

The B-G News
106 University Hall - Phone 353-8411-Ext. 3344
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Intramural Notes
The following are the Intramural Standings as of Feb. 7.
TEAM
Won
Lost
UC I
Feles
4
0
French Tippers
3
1
Gazelles
3
1
Nads
3
1
Fugitives
2
2
Solitaires
1
3
Peasants
0
4
Long Shots
0
4
UC II
Harstman A-Stars
5
Fugitives
5
Lima
3
Steamrollers Part IV 3
Harshman Men
2
Facemen
2
Big Cahoonas
2
Shatzel Gnats
2
Byronics
0

0
0
2
3
3
3
3
4
6

UC III
U.C. Stars
Bouncers
Wooster Wonders
Scurvy Scotts
Neerg Gnilwobs
Math Men
Desert Rats
Aces

4
4
4
3

0
0
1
1

2

3

1
1
1

3
3
4

4
4
2
2
2
1
1
0

0
0
2
2
2
3
3
4

Rising "One"Ders
Green Mountain Boys
Snigrivs
Rara Avis
R.C. Leaders
Penthouse Trotters
Delkers
Sub-Missions
FROSH III

5
4
3
3
2
2
1
0

0
1
2
2
3
3
4
5

Wombats
Bombers
Gauches
Wizard Wonders
Gogetters
Rodgers Studs
Phonys
Rodgers Wizards

5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1

FROSHI
Pink Dominoes
Penthouse P .Makers
Jerry & P. Makers
Penthouse Nads
Barucky's Bad Boys
Razor Backs
Weires Beers
Treadway (Dropped)
FROSH II

0
1
2
3
3
3
4
4

FROSH IV
4
Bulldogs
4
Kohl Celtics
4
Trojans
2
Mad Mooners
1
Rum Runners
0
Road Runners
i?our Rose & a Fifth 0

0
1
1

Penthouse Gang
Rogues
Unknowns
Maniacs
Webbers
Animals
Rodgers Falcons
A I

4
3
3
2
2
1
0

0

Sigma CM
Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Tau Delta
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
A II

5
4
4
3
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
5

Sigma Alpha Eps>non 5
Delta Upsilon
4
Phi Kappa Tau
4
Zeta Beta Tau
3
Phi Kappa Psi
3
Beta Theta Pi
2
Alpha Sigma Alpha
1
Alpha Sigma Phi
1
Tau Kappa Epsilon
1
B

0
1
2
2
2
4
4
5
4

Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Sigma
Delta Upsilon
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Kappa Tau
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega

0
0
0
2
3
3
3

2

3
4
4

1
1
2
2
4
5

5
5
5
3
2
2
2
1

4

The Co-ed Scotch Bowling
Tournament will begin tomorrow at 7.00 pjn. with 18 teams
entered. Quarter finals will be
held Feb. 24 with semi-finals
and final matches on Mar. 1 at
7:00 pjn.
The annual IM Foul-shooting
Tournament will be held Feb. 23
at 8:15 pjn. In Memorial Hall.
No entries are required and all
eligible students should ready to
participate.
All contestants must wear basketball shoes. Members of the
varsity and freshman basketball
squads are ineligible.
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CAREER MINDED SENIORS
AND GRADUATE DEGREE CANDIDATES
Allstate will be on the Bowling Croon campus on Fob. 17,
1966 to describe career opportunities in tho following

fields:
1. Personnel Administration 5. Claim
2. Management Training
6. Solos
3. Logal Investigation
7. Underwriting
4. Marketing
8. Systoms and Procoduros
Allstate and its many subsidiary companies are boing
managed by successful men with a variety of backgrounds
and college degrees - liberal arts, education, business
administration, science, engineering, law, industrial arts.
Sign up for an interview now at your Placement Office.
Talk with the Allstate counselor about the opportunity
that fits your interest and ambitions.
Allstate Group-Insurance and Financial Enterprises

"WHERE PEOPLE COME FOR VALUE
AND STAY FOR SERVICE"
3605 Warrensville Center Road
Shaker Heights 22, Ohio

Rudgers Now Starring
For Frosh—Varsity Next?
By TOM HINE
Assistant Sports Editor
He's averaging nearly 20 points
a game for the freshman team,
to lead them in that department,
and some observers have him
tabbed as the man with the most
potential on the squad.
So when Dick Rudgers leaves
you with the impression that in
some ways high school basketball
is tougher than the college brand,
you sort of have to figure he must
know what he's talking about.
"You can get away with more
in
college," claims Dick.
There's a lot more pushing under
the boards and that kind of stuff.
The referees let you play ball
more in college than in high
school."
Pressure is another phase of
the game in which Rudgers feels
there is quite a difference.
"In high school, you've got
one goal in front of you through
the whole season-to be ciy or
league champs. Here with the
freshman team, you want to do
a good job, sure, but there's no
pressure to win a certain champ-

Dick Rudgers

ionship or anything like that."
But don't get the impression
that Dick feels college basketball
is a breeze. He emphasizes that
certain aspects of the game-mainly the personnel-are quite
a bit improved over high school.
"Colleges have more boys to

Miami, TU Top MAC
All hopes Toledo may be entertaining in regard to the MAC
championship will be riding on
the outcome of their clash with
Bowling Green tonight.
The Rockets, now in second
place behind Miami, will face the
Redskins on Feb. 26 for what
could be the showdown for the
MAC title.
Miami clinched a tie for
the title last night by topping
Marshall 71-52.
Both the Rockets and Reds kins
won two games this past weekend.
On Feb. 9, Miami handed visiting Ohio U. its fifth loss in
eight games, 70-55. Toledo
defeated host Western 74-68.
On Feb. 12, it was Toledo's
turn to whip the Bobcats, which
it did by a 67-54 score, while

Miami traveled
to Western
Michigan, and came back with an
88-68 win over the Broncos.
Bowling Green, Kent State and
Marshall all took the week off
from MAC play.
However, Marshall split in a
pair of independent clashes, beating Steubenville and losing to
Eastern Kentucky. Kent dropped
both of their non-league contests,
losing to Penn State and Xavier.
Bowling Green, meanwhile, fell
to visiting DePaul.
MAC STANDINGS
Miami
Toledo
Bowling Green
Marshall
Ohio U.
Western Michigan
Kent State

10-1
6-1
4-3
3-5
3-5
2-7
2-8

SPORTS IN BRIEF
PALM BEACH, FLA. (AP)-The Columbia Broadcasting System again has purchased the
rights to televise the National
•ootball League's Championship

fame.
In the latest agreement,
CBS will pay $2 million each
for the 1966 and 1967 title games
and has an option for the 1969
game. The network paid $1.8
million each to televise the last
two NFL championships.
CBS recently purchased television rights for NFL regular
season games for the next two
years for a total of $37.6 million
and for the Playoff Bowl for an
undisclosed sum. The rights to
the pro bowl games are being
negotiated.
* * *
DETROIT (AP)-- The Detroit
Red Wings of the National Hockey
League have announced that AllStar defenseman Doug Berkley
will have to undergo additional
surgery to correct a detached
retina.
Coach and General Manager Sid Abel says he does not
know when the operation will be
performed, but adds that Barkley
will remain In Detroit Osteopathic Hospital. Barkley first
underwent surgery for his eye
January 30th, after being injured
In a game against Chicago.

PALM BEACH. Fla. (AP)-The new coach of the Washington
Redskins, Otto Graham, has made
a somewhat startling statement-startling, that is, for a National
Football League coach.
Graham said that two American Football League teams, Buffalo and San Diego, could compete on even terms with teams
in the NFL.
Graham made the remark as
he was interviewed in Palm
Beach, Florida, where the NFL
is holding its winter meeting.
Graham had a chance to see
American Football League teams
in action last season when he
worked as a radio announcer
with the New York Jets, in addition to coaching football at the
Coast Guard Academy.

choose from," he says. "Its
not like a high school that has
just one or two Junior highs to
get their players from. As a
result, a college team isn't likely
to have as many weak links as a
high school squad."
Turning his attention to BG's
freshman team, Dick feels that
although they're having troubes
now (currently 6-8 for the season) by the time the players are
seniors, they'll have developed
into a respectable squad.
"We just haven't worked together long enough," explains
Rudgers. "in the last two games
(in which the frosh scored victories over Findlay and Leipsic
Lanes) we worked as a team."
Despite the fact that he's having a good year with the freshman, Dick realizes that he'll
have a tough time breaking into
next season's varsity lineup.
"It's not going to be easy,"
Rudgers admits. "RichHendrix
and Cliff Williams are already
good, plus thev're both had experience. It's going to depend
on a lot of hard work and practice."

Kousaie Wins
Bowling Meet
Mike Kousaie is the winner of
the all-campus bowling tournament Tim Smith, Co-ordinator
of Fraternity Affairs announced
yesterday.
Kousaie, a sophomore representing
Harshman A,
was
awarded a plaque and a Webcor
tape recorder was given to the
dorm. His high game was a
242 and overall series was 590.
A close second, with a 589
series, was Bob Hyatt, a sophomore representing Conklin Hall.
He received a plaque.

Game Set
Back By TV
Several changes have been
made in preparation for tonight's
game with Toledo. The varsity
contest, which Channel 11 in
Toledo has scheduled to be televised, will begin at 8:30, while
BG's freshman take on Toledo's
undefeated yearling squad beginning at 6:30. Gates open at 6:00.

SALE
ON
SUITS
29.88 op
SP0RTC0ATS - 14.88 up
JACKETS - 4.88 up
SPORTSHIRTS - 2.88 up
SP0RTC0ATS - 14.88 up
JACKETS - 4.88 up
SPORTSHIRTS 2.88 up
SWEATERS - 6.88 up

LAY-A-WAY or
CHARGE
GRAEBER
NICHOLS
Downtown
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Rockets Shoot For Top
Mports
Editorial
jjj:

|Time Of Truth Nearsf
Bob Aston

Jim Cox

TU Pair Leads
MAC Scoring List
Toledo's twin terrors swapped
the lead for the fifth straight
week in the Mid-American Conference scoring derby in latest
statistics announced yesterday
by commissioner Bob James.
Center Bob Aston, 6-8 senior
from Pittsburgh, took over the top
with a 21.7 average in seven
games and forward Jim Cox, a
6-5 senior from Toledo, tumbled
to second with 21.1.
This is the second week Aston
has been in first place while
Cox has been the leader in MAC
scoring average three weeks out
of the last five.
Biggest casualty was Ohio's
Ken Fowlkes, who dropped from
third to sixth place. Marshall
sophomore guard Orville Stepp
of Inez, Ky., slipped into the third
spot with a 19.1 average.
Aston also leads In field goal
percentage with a lofty .618 mark.
- Injured Phil Snow of Miami clung
to the runner-up role while Cox
Is third with a .509 shooting percentage.
Tom Cook of Western Michigan
continued leading the free throw
list with 17 and 18 and Kent's
Don Seanor moved into second
place with 22 or 25 for an .880
gait.
In rebounding , 6-9 soph Al
Dlxon of Bowling Green continued

as pace-setter with 14.9 per
game and Aston stayed on his
heels with an even 14 retrieves
per outing. Miami's Jim Patterson climed into third place
with an average of 12.1 board
grabs.
Team figures also saw considerable shuffling with Toledo
suffering the most although remaining MAC leader Miami's
maining on MAC leader Miami's
heels with two more wins last
week to stretch the Rocket's
unbeaten string in Conference
starts to six.
The Rockets, who face Bowling Green tonight in a key game,
retained their supremacy infield
goal percentage but dropped out
of first place in both free throw
percentage and offensive average.
Toledo's
triggerm?n
are
scoring on exactly half their
shots from the field (226 out of
452). In free throws, however,
the Rockets now are third behind Kent (.710) and Bowling
Green (.703). Marshall regained
the lead in offense with 82.3
points per game to Toledo's 81.4.
Miami maintained its lead on
defense and its 61.3 average
should rank among the nation's
top 10 again this week.

Baty, Carr Sparkle
At MSU Relays
Two Bowling Green Indoor
track and field records fell last
Saturday, as the Falcon trackmen
competed at the Michigan State
Relays in E. Lansing.
Bruce Baty a junior polevaulter
soared to a new indoor record
of 13 feet 6 inches, while Bill
Carr a Falcon middle distance
runner paced the 1,000-yard run
to a new Falcon mark of 2:17.5.
Carr, who according to track
coach Mel Brodt, has been having a good early season, was
later spiked in the leg while
running in the two-mile relay.
Coach Brodt cited two sophomores who ran in the two-mile
relay with Carr for good times
for their half mile legs. Roice
Beaverson and Terry Ortman
recorded times of 1:59.2 and
1:58.6 respectively.
Bob Parks, sophomore cross
country sensation, took to the
indoor boards and covered the
mile run in 4:19.3 for his top
clocking of the season.
Henry
Williams,
Bowling
Green's top sprinter, remained
sidelined last Saturday, from a
leg injury suffered the week before.
Williams will be kept
off the track by coach Brodt in
next Saturday's meet with
Eastern Michigan.

"We hope to give most of our
team a chance to compete next
Saturday, in our first dual meet,
but Henry will stay out of the
competition until I'm sure he's
ready," said Brodt.

Frosh Blank
Bluffton, 31-0
A lthough handicapped by injuries, Bowling Green's freshman
wrestlers blanked Bluffton College 31-0 for their fourth victory in as many outings Saturday.
Mike Gillman (137) and Bill
Sloan (160) were both hurried
into starting duty when regulars
George Bucholt and George Oliver were injured. The reserve
wrestlers responded with shutouts, 2-0 and 4-0 respectively.
Two other yearlings also made
their college wrestling debuts,
and both earned impressive victories.
Bill Smith (145) defeated John
Hartzell 7-3, and Art Burtnett
gained only 1:22 experience as
he pinned Bill Bowersock in the
first period.
The only other pin by the
freshman grapplers came in the
177 pound division where Bill
Maloof pinned Ron Hunsicker.
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Recently a couple of southern Ohio school basketball players 5
were brought to Bowling Green to witness a varsity game :•:
courtesy of the University athletic department.
Both boys starred for their schools and had gained a wide ;:•:
reputation for their abilities by being named on various A11- ;':•:
City, All-County, etc., teams.
•:•:
Unfortunately, as often proves to be the case at Bowling S
Green, during the Introduction of players and during the :•:•
course of the garni several BG players were booed vocif- :•:•
erously by the local fans.
:•:•
After the game, the players, both good students who had :*
expressed interest in the Bowling Green academic and cul- g
tural surroundings, said a polite "thank you" to their hosts :£
and made a blunt but honest appraisal of the fans' treatment. :••;
"We won't play ball where the fans boo us" was the es- •<•:
•:•: sence of their statement.
•:•
•if;
Tonight the University of Toledo will come to Anderson :•:•
•:•: Arena in what will be the most important game of the sea- :•:•
•:•: son thus far for both teams.
:•:•
:•:•
Since the TU-BG games have been telecast, Anderson Arena
:•:• has never had a sell-out for the game. Tomorrow, however, •:|
:•:• could be the exception. All adult tickets are gone. All that
:j:| remains is for the students of Bowling Green to fill up their
:•:■ seats. Of course, there is the alternative of staying in and
•:•: watching the game on television.
Toledo fans have been beseiging the ticket office in the
;j;j Arena all week for tickets but have been refused on the prem■:i lse that BG students will fill all the seats. One man asked
% for 50 tickets, but was turned down.
:■:•
Now is the chance for Bowling Green students to show
:•:• just how much they want to back their school. If a 25-mile
:';'■ trip is not too much to take to watch a game that is being
•:•: televised, certainly a 100-yard walk would be no effort.
There will be high school basketball players in the crowd
•:■: tonight that Bowling Green has hopes of recruiting. There
;:•: will be a basketball team that needs and wants every par•:•: tisan shout and yell It can get.
The result of tonight's basketball game will carry impor:•:• tance much farther than that of the final score. The image
:•:• of our school will be on the line for a great many to see.
:•:•
But let's cut the "rah-rah". The gates will open at 6 p.m.
:•:• with the unbeaten TU frosh club taking on the Falcon yearl■;•: ings at 6:30. Need we say more?

I

Matmen Shatter
School Record
By BOB BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
SOUTH BEND. Ind. (Special)
--Bowling Green's wrestling
team set a school record for the
most wins in a season here last
night as they rolled to their
12th victory, an easy 35-0 decision over Notre Dame.
The victory broke the previous
record of 11 wins in one year
set in both the 1958-59 and 195960 seasons.
The match marked the third
shutout of the year for the Falcons and kept Bowling Green's
reign over the Irish intact.Notre
Dame has not won against BG
in three years and has scored
just two individual decisions against the Falcons in this time.
Statistics of the meet reveal
the overwhelming effectiveness
of the BG attack. Notre Dam =
managed only 6 match points,
while Bowling Green managed
34 points, alon g with 4 pins.
Pins were earned by Mark Karle
(137), Joe Krisko (160), Denny
Palmer (167) and Craig Bowman (177).
Bill Burkle (123) and Ted Clark
(130) took the first two matches
by scores of 6-0 and 11-2 respectively.
Carle increased the Falcon
lead to 11-0 with BG's first
pin of the match. It was Carle's
first pin this year and 10th victory.
Warren Hartman (145) and Jim
Moore followed with decisive victories to build the score to 17-0.
"Hartman's victory was especially impressive," said coach
Bruce Bellard, "because his

opponent (Tom Mork) was voted
the outstanding wrestler in the
Indiana State Tournament earlier
this season."
Krisko wore out his opponent.
Ken Graf, during the first 8
minutes, 50 seconds of the match,
before
receiving his
welldeserved pin. It was Krisko's
fourth consecutive win, upping
his season record to 6-3.
■
Then always dependable team
captain, Denny Palmer, followed
with his seventh pin this year,
and extended his record to 130-1.
It was Bowman's turn in the
next match, and he put Bill Schickel's shoulder s to the mat in
6:22. It was Bowman's thirteenth
victory and fifth pin.
Dick Lee (heavyweight) preserved the shutout by edging
Neil Tietrangeli, 5-3.
IM SCORES
UC-I

•
Tels 52, Fugitives 20
Solitoires 36, Peasants 13
Gay lies 2, Nads 0 (forfeit)
French Tippers 2, Longshots
0 (forfeit)
FROSH-II
Oneders 78, Snigriv 45
Green Mt. Boys 2, Trotters
0 (forfeit)
Rara Avis 2, RC Leaders 0
(forfeit)
Submissions 2, Delkers 0
(forfeit)
FROSH-II
Bombers 51, Studs 28
Wombats 27, Gogetters 25
Wizard Wonders 2, Phonies
0 (forfeit)
Gauches 0, Wizards 0
(double forfeit)

By JOHN GUGGER
Sports Editor
Warren Scholler wasn't mad,
just a little frustrated.
With the season's biggest game
less than 24 hours away. Bowling Green's basketball coach had
problems.
"This game is just about a must
for us to make this season a
success," he said. "But if we
play like we did Saturday night
we won't win anything."
"One day we play like worldbeaters, the next day we couldn't
beat the freshmen. I only hope
the boys are up for this thing.
I'm afraid they won't be ready,"
he continued.
Scholler indicated that veteran
forward Sam Mims will get the
starting call tomorrow night in
place of Dan Rinicella. "Sam
will start, we're going to give
him a chance. He's been playing
well lately. He could give us
the boost we need," Scholler explained.
Mims has averaged 5.1 points
a game and 5 rebounds per contest this year.
Three Falcons are averaging
in double figures. Walt Piatkowski at 18.4, Nick Aloi 11.1,
and Rich Hendrix at 10.8 are
leading the scoring brigade.
This trio, along with the MAC'S
leading rebounder, Al Dixon, will
round out the BG starting five.
Dixon is averaging eight points
a game.
Toledo will be paced by the
two top scorers in the MAC,
Bob Aston and Jim Cox. In all
games Aston is averaging 19.2
points a game while Cox is scoring at a 16.5 clip. Guard Bill
Backensto is hitting at a 14.4
pace as the other Rocket In
double figures.
Aston, a senior, has been the
big surprise In this year's Rocket
team, not only as leading scorer
and rebounder, but as the team
leader.
"The big kid is really doing a
fine job," said Scholler. "He
has taken over a mixture of
sophomores and veterans and
given them a steadying hand.
These kids believe they can win
and they're going out there and
doing it."
Rounding
out the TU starting lineup are forward Dennis
Perzynski and guard Don White.
Both are scoring about eight
points a game.
Toledo hasn't won at Bowling Green since the 1952- 53 season, when the Rockets scored a
65- 50 win. Toledo won the first
meeting this year in Toledo,
85-66.
Toledo is 6-1 In league play,
while BG is 4-3. Where a loss
would severely cripple TU's title I
hopes, the Falcons have been all
but eliminated from the title race I
following their double overtime loss to OU.
"We won't have any surprises, j
It's hard to come up with sur- i
prises at this time of the year,"
Scholler said. "Toledo knows I
how we play ball and we know how I
they use their personnel. It's [
just a matter of who wants the|
game the most now."
That it is.

Miami Wins,
Clinches Tie
The Miami
Redskins cl-j
inched at least a tie for the Mid-1
American championship
last!
night when they defeated Mar-|
shall University, 71-52.
The win gives Miami a 10-.
league record with one game t<j
play. Only Toledo with a 6-i
record can catch the Redskins]
Miami plays at Toledo Feb. 261

